
 

MITNIK YHZS35 Mobile Concrete Mixing Plant For Sale

THE INTRODUCTION OF

 MITNIK 35M3/H MOBILE CONCRETE MIXING PLANT

YHZS35 mobile concrete mixing plant is a concrete mixing station of material storage material,
weighing, conveying, stirring, unloading and automatic control system for the overall to focus on a
drag unit concrete mixing equipment; Its all actions with fixed automatic batching plant process,
operation, maintenance, the same way as; Have a combination of mobile and flexible, disassembling
easy and fast, simple storage management and other unique characteristics; Mobile type mixing
plant is railways, bridges, ports, water and electricity engineering construction the best optimal
distribution model at construction sit moving.

Mobile concrete mixing station measurement precision:
Aggregate using electronic scale accumulative dose measurement; Cement, water, additive adopts
weighing hopper, accurate measurement, computer centralized control, the operation is simple;
Aggregate use belt conveyor feeding way; Both aggregate, powder and water metering, measurement
and control components are imported components, imported special industrial control computer,
more than 120 times per second, sampling speed, fully guarantee the accurate measurement and
working performance is stable. Separately, at the same time, automatic water, aggregate and cement
and non-interference in each other, through the high precision of measuring accuracy and reliability
of the sensor to ensure maximum. Admixtures passing through water metering with water.
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CEMENT MIXING PLANT MAIN MIXER UNIQUE ADVANTAGES:

 1. lubrication shaft end seal: A) lubrication with "strong electric pump" automatic lubrication. B) seal:
on the basis of double seal between the upper arm and end plate increases a set of sealing.

2. Discharging door structure more reasonable, greatly reduce the stones stop phenomenon.

3.Change the stirring arm structure, feeding location and sequence, greatly reduce the holding shaft
phenomenon.
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4.A full range of mixing plant can according to user's objective demand reasonable design scheme.

 

MOBILE TYPE CONCRETE MIXING PLANT STRUCTURE :
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MOBILE CONCRETE MIXING PLANT ADVANTAGES:

1. Most components of mixing plant machine adopt international and domestic famous brand
manufacturers products, the selection of these components, to ensure our company produces the
mobile concrete mixer equipment can adapt to the field of mass concrete stable production:

2. The whole machine is controlled by computer and PLC, as well as automatic control, can also be
manual operation, simple operation, easy to master.

3. Dynamic panel displays, can clearly understand the operating condition of the parts, but also can
store contrast, production data, and can print output statistics, with a strong management
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capabilities.

4. A friendly man-machine interface, a good man-machine conversation function, to the scene
management, monitoring provides a strong support.

5. Error automatic compensation function, and can automatically accomplish the cans of production.

6. Industrial touch screen computer control system of the reliability of production control in the first
place, when the microcomputer malfunction can't control the normal production of mixing station,
you can also use industrial touch screen for production control, to ensure normal production, so as to
realize the effect of controlling one.

7. All of the powder material from dosing, metering and charging to the mixing material under the
closed state, dust, vibration and noise is greatly reduced the effects on the environment.
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Product link：https://www.mitnikmachine.com/?p=1364
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